EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES AUTOMATION OF SPATIAL OSCILLATIONS OF THE FLOATING OCEAN ENGINEERING SYSTEMS IN THE WAVE BASIN
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Abstract

The presented paper is dedicated to the development of method of experimental researches automation in the wave basin at the investigation of wave impact on ocean engineering system. A scheme for measuring the parameters of mobile objects spatial oscillations, the calibration and verification performing method of the digital devices measuring channels are developed. The dependencies for conversion the data measured in the mobile object coordinate system to stationary data in the base coordinate system are obtained. The characteristics of the angular and translatory motion of semi-submersible platforms physical models when using this equipment system.
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1. Problem statement

Theoretical and experimental studying methods are used at research of wave loads influence on ocean engineering systems. Each of these methods possesses independence and has their own merits and demerits. Generally, theoretical methods in the form of mathematical models allow to describe and explain elements interrelations of the researched system or object in rather wide variables change spectra. However at theoretical models creation inevitably introduction of any restrictions, assumptions, hypotheses, etc. Consequently an assessment problem of the received model reliability to actual process is took place. The experimental inspection of the developed theoretical models is carried out for this purpose. In most cases experimental researches results give an impetus to theoretical generalization of the researched phenomenon. Research works in wave (experimental) basins are carried out in many directions of applied hydrodynamics, shipbuilding, marine technologies.

During development platforms for marine energy resources development, researches in experimental basins are necessary for the solution of many applied problems. Estimates of extreme sea waves impact on the terminals installed in the fixed points; wave loads definition of underwater pipelines in a sea coastal zone [1, 2, 3], space oscillations studying of floating platforms and stabilization effectiveness of vertical displacements at various design of semi-submersible platforms belong to these problems [4-11].

The automation problem of carrying out the experimental researches of wave impacts on deep-water platforms physical analogues is carried out in the Sevastopol State University experimental wave basin, at various structure of wave disturbances and deepening (draft) of models on the basis of metrological aspects of using the new digital equipment for parameters measurement of platforms models wave and space oscillations. Processing statistical spectral methods of natural experiments results was used for the problem solution of space oscillations spectral characteristics calculation of deep-water platforms under various conditions and estimates of forward and angular oscillations stabilization effects of models depending on their configuration and deepening (draft).

2. Literature overview

National and foreign scientists Research works on sea drilling platforms creation and use problems of various types cover the period from 50th years of last century. The works [1-5], [13], [15] are devoted to questions of design engineering, stability and strength of such constructions. Hydrodynamics researches of drilling platforms are described in [6-10], [12], [14], [16-22], [27-28]. Some questions of platform deduction forces calculations on a soil are considered and systematized by [4], underwater vehicles shifts from space trajectory are discussed in [23, 24].

3. Research course

Requirements to characteristics of a metering equipment regarding increase in its sensitivity, accuracy, quick action, the automated data processing possibility of measurements increase with the solved tasks complication. The most efficient solution method of the specified tasks is use of the modern microelectronics and the software for processing and interpretation of observed data. One of possible approaches in such experimental creation for ensuring researches in experimental basins was realized at the Sevastopol State University [1, 17, 18]. The digital devices complex was created for automation of carrying out the experimental researches in the experimental basin. Its appointment – the three-dimensional (space) oscillations characteristics experimental definition of floating objects at impact of wave disturbances with various parameters, at various physical analogues provisions of rather long axis of the basin and at various deepening of the platforms bearing elements (draft).

Tester nomenclature (Fig. 1):
• the wave basin (1) containing a wave generator (2);
• the working area (3) (where place the tested model (4): the vessel, a platform, the floating crane, etc.), longitudinal, transversal and vertical axes focus arbitrarily along the wave basin;
• the baffle plate (5);
• the meters of the surface spatiotemporal characteristics waves in the form of two wave-recording gauges (6) measuring pressure drops between a receiving opening platform depth of the first and second wave-recording gauges and atmospheric pressure;
• the computer (7) having the first and second entrances;
• the block of wave-recording gauges (8) to which entrance wave-recording gauges exits are connected (poll of measuring channels and a digital conversion). The block of wave-recording gauges is connected to the second entrance of the computer;
• the block of ternary accelerometers and gyroscopes (9) which measuring axes are established along axes of the Cartesian right-hand coordinate system with longitudinal, transversal and vertical axes of the tested model, an exit of this block is connected to the first entrance of the computer.
Fig. 1. A complex for space oscillations characteristics measurement of floating objects in the experimental (wave) basin


The device for carrying out in the experimental basin of tests of models of floating objects with stretched anchor systems of deduction including the truncated anchor communications each of which contains a flexible communication link with a resilient element by means of which the tested model is attached to foundation of the basin, anchor communications are executed in two-leg sling tensions communication links between which branches the rollers established on model which are attached to its housing mainly on flexible communication are placed, thus the second branches of flexible lines are also equipped with a resilient element, and resilient elements of pair branches of flexible communication links have various rigidity, and other end of branches of the specified flexible lines is attached to foundation of the basin in the corresponding point remote from a point of fixing of their first end [25, 26].

The demerits of the considered technical solutions are:

1. Lack of the wave disturbances given about parameters which have to be measured synchronously with parameters of oscillations of the tested object and efforts in anchor systems of its deduction. Thus, if the wave generator of the experimental basin generates system of waves, always in this or that form there are reflected and reback waves which distort the base wave field. Without actual wave disturbances it is impossible to restore dynamic characteristics of the tested model of floating object and system of its deduction.

This problem is solved by means of two barometric wave-recording gauges (6) (Fig. 1) in the offered work. The Complex for measurement of characteristics of space oscillations of floating objects in the experimental (wave) basin which receiving ends are placed at various depth and at various distance along basin length.

2. In analogue it is also not specified how reliability and long-term stability of indications of component accelerometers and gyroscopes are provided.

The work of a complex is carried out as follows. The wave generator executed in the form of pneumatic system or mechanical plasticity excites periodic oscillations with the period Tw (angular frequency \( \omega_w = 2\pi/T_w \)). These oscillations in the form of the free ground progressive waves extend along the basin. Thus their lengths \( \lambda_w \) are defined by a method of successive approximations from a dispersion ratio for the surface waves \( \omega^2_w = g_0 \cdot h(k_w H) \), where \( g=9,81 \, \text{m/s}^2 \) – free fall acceleration, \( k_w = 2\pi / \lambda_w \) – wave number. Wave-recording gauge \( W_1, W_2 \) measure differences of pressure between the atmosphere and an aqueous medium at a depth of platform of receivers \( H_1, H_2 \). Amplitude of
swell $a_w$ is calculated on the basis of difference of pressure, the recorded each wave-recording gauge on the relation for hydrodynamics of waves surface [21, 26, 27]:

$$a_w = \frac{p_w \cdot \text{chk}H}{\rho \cdot \text{chk} \cdot (y + H)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $p_w$ is the pressure acceleration amplitude, $\rho$ is the water density, $y$ is the vertical coordinate counted from a surface towards the bottom with the negative sign. Static processing of indications of wave-recording gauge allows to determine the frequency of wave disturbances, phase shift $\gamma$ between oscillations on a base frequency (maximum frequency) and amplitude of wave oscillations at the given distance from a surface of the bottom. In phase displacement size $\gamma$ between wave-recording gauges along length of the basin the actual wavelength is determined by a ratio $\lambda_w = 2\pi L_w / \gamma$ ($L_w$ is the distance between wave-recording gauges along basin length). For the linear waves relation of amplitudes $p_w$ at each depth of platform of receivers $H_1$ and $H_2$ is equal:

$$\frac{a_w(y_1)}{a_w(y_2)} = \frac{p_w(y_1) \cdot \text{chk} \cdot H}{\rho \cdot \text{chk} \cdot (y_1 + H)} \times \frac{p_w(y_2) \cdot \text{chk} \cdot H}{p_w(y_2) \cdot \text{chk} \cdot (y_2 + H)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

In case of emergence in the basin multiply of back waves this ratio is broken, then make calculation of parameters of these back waves according to indications of wave-recording gauges carried on the specified distances along the basin and on depth. Generally there is a partial reflection of a wave from a baffle plate and in this case as shows the analysis, amplitude of a straight line and back wave are equal respectively:

$$a_w = 0.5a_w \left(1 + \frac{\tan \gamma}{\tan \gamma \cdot L_w}\right), \quad a_w = 0.5a_w \left(1 - \frac{\tan \gamma}{\tan \gamma \cdot L_w}\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

If $\Delta \phi = 0$, $a_w = a_w = 0.5a_w$, that corresponds to the total reflection of a wave at $\gamma = k \cdot L_w$. $a_w = a_w$, $a_w = 0$, i.e. the back wave is absent. Sizes $a_w$ and $\gamma$ define as a result of realization of a spectral analysis of signals of the first and second wave-recording gauges.

The surface waves, which parameters are defined by means of wave-recording gauges system, influence floating object and cause its space oscillations, i.e. rotational and headways of rather longitudinal $a_{ox}$, transversal $a_{oz}$ and conditional-vertical $a_{oy}$ axes of the tested model. Axes of the block of ternary accelerometers and gyroscopes establish along the specified axes $a_{ox}$, $a_{oy}$, $a_{oz}$. Also some fixed (basic) coordinate system, which measuring axes are considered $a_{ox}$ and $a_{oz}$ lie in the plane of the true horizon, and an axis $a_{oy}$ it is directed upright up and forms with this plane a corner is equal 90°. As such system there can be the arbitrariest fixed coordinate system, bound to horizontal axes $a_{ox}$, $a_{oz}$ and vertical axis $a_{oy}$, for example, coordinate system, bound to the wave basin. For communication of coordinate system $a_{ox}$, $a_{oz}$, $a_{oy}$ and $a_{ox}$, $a_{oz}$, $a_{oy}$ Euler-Krylov’s corners are used. Course corner $\Psi$ (in certain cases it is called a roving corner) it is counted in the horizontal plane between the axis $a_{ox}$ and horizontal projection of the axis $a_{ox}$; hull angle $\Theta$ (tangauge), characterizing a deviation of a long axis of the relative mobile object from the horizontal plane and angle of heel $\Phi$, characterizing the $a_{oz}$ axis deviation from the horizontal plane at rotation of object of rather long axis. These corners are defined by means of a three-axial gyroscope that provides recalculations of the accelerations measured in a relative coordinate system of coordinates in accelerations in the fixed (basic) coordinate system and, therefore, in components of space oscillations of the relative mobile object [9, 12, 16].

Projections of unit vectors of a coordinate system $a_{ox}, a_{oy}, a_{oz}$ on an axis of a basic (fixed) coordinate system $a_{ox}, a_{oy}, a_{oz}$ are equal to direction cosines of corners between axes $a_{ox}, a_{oy}, a_{oz}$ and $a_{ox}, a_{oy}, a_{oz}$. These direction cosines are presented in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a_{ox}$</th>
<th>$a_{oy}$</th>
<th>$a_{oz}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_{ox} = \cos \psi \cdot \cos \Theta$</td>
<td>$a_{oy} = \sin \psi \cdot \sin \phi$</td>
<td>$a_{oz} = \sin \psi \cdot \cos \phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{ox} = \cos \phi \cdot \cos \Theta$</td>
<td>$a_{oy} = \sin \phi \cdot \sin \psi$</td>
<td>$a_{oz} = \sin \phi \cdot \cos \psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{ox} = -\sin \psi \cdot \cos \Theta$</td>
<td>$a_{oy} = \cos \psi \cdot \sin \phi$</td>
<td>$a_{oz} = -\sin \psi \cdot \cos \phi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Direction cosines
As amplitudes of angular oscillations are small, works of angular data can be excluded, as, for example, \( \varphi \psi \ll \theta \) etc. Thus the ratio (4) becomes simpler:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_b &= x_o - \theta x_o + \varphi z_o, \\
y_b &= \theta x_o + y_o - \varphi z_o, \\
z_b &= -\varphi x_o + (\varphi + \varphi \theta) y_o + (1 - \varphi \theta \psi) z_o.
\end{align*}
\]

Terms of a set of equations (5) in a right member have significantly the differing values. Products of a look \( y_o (d \theta / dt) \) and \( \theta (dy_o / dt) \) about ten times less than sizes \( dx_i / dt \) for typical conditions of carrying out measurements in the experimental basin as for steady surface waves their length more than by 10 times exceeds their height. These works also have resultant frequency twice the exceeding frequency of a first harmonic. In this regard, in the conditions of work in the experimental basin and uses of an approximation of small corners with rather high precision it is possible to use ratios:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_b &= x_o, \\
y_b &= y_o, \\
z_b &= z_o,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx_b}{dt} &= \frac{dx_o}{dt}, \\
\frac{dy_b}{dt} &= \frac{dy_o}{dt}, \\
\frac{dz_b}{dt} &= \frac{dz_o}{dt}, \\
\frac{d^2 x_b}{dt^2} &= A_x, \\
\frac{d^2 y_b}{dt^2} &= A_y, \\
\frac{d^2 z_b}{dt^2} &= A_z.
\end{align*}
\]

When determining angular oscillations of the tested model results of immediate measurements of the gyroscopes established on each measuring axis are used. Thus recalculation of indications of gyroscopes of a look

\[
V_\varphi = \frac{d \varphi}{dt} = V_\varphi \sin(\omega t + \alpha_\varphi)
\]

in parameters of angular oscillations it is carried out on a ratio:

\[
\varphi(t) = V_\varphi \cos(\omega t + \alpha_\varphi)
\]

Spectral processing of records of these oscillations by three accelerometers and gyroscopes allows to allocate their base frequencies (maxima oscillation spectra of frequency) which coincide with frequencies of the wave disturbances causing these oscillations.

Thus, platform of measuring axes of the block of ternary accelerometers and gyroscopes along axes of the Cartesian right-hand coordinate system coinciding with longitudinal transversal and it is conditional - vertical axes of the tested model at connection of an exit of this block to the first entrance of the computer, to which second entrance connected the wave-recording gauges block, provides completeness of information on impact of waves on the tested model thanks to synchronous measurements of parameters of a straight line and reflected waves in a coordinate system, bound to the basin, and also the forward and rotational oscillations of the tested model measured in the same coordinate system [19].

In the real work the scheme of parameters measurements realization of space oscillations of the relative mobile objects, a calibration realization technique and check of measuring channels of the digital device when using of the created express adaptation in the form of a compound pendulum which frequency of eigentones is close to the frequency of the free waves in the experimental basin of the Sevastopol State University is developed. Data processing of laboratory experiments when using median filters is executed. The analysis of the received amplitude-frequency characteristic of median filters for a discernment and correction of failures of narrow-band signals, showed possibility of their effective use under a condition if the reference frequency period exceeds base of the filter (number of the used counting increased by a discretization of measurements) in 2.5... 3 times. As a result of the executed laboratory experimental researches of physical analogues of semi-submersible platforms for deep-water drilling, the received dependences of amplitude of vertical and angular oscillations of a platform at various deepening of the stabilizing columns, allow to define rational deepening (draft) of platforms at influence of extreme surface waves in the Black Sea. The effect of platforms oscillations stabilization for deep-water drilling depending on a configuration of platforms and deepenings (draft) of their load-bearing mobiles is found. Parameters horizontal and heave of physical analogues of deep-water SPAR and TLP platforms were
investigated at various duties of a wave generator and at the different provision of a platform of wave disturbances relatively extended in the experienced basin [10, 20].

For researches of wave dynamics of platforms it is necessary to define characteristic periods of their oscillations. These parameters were determined by filing of the free oscillations of model of a platform on quiet water. Separately the periods of characteristic oscillations were determined by a list and down. For this purpose indications of accelerometers which axes coincided with a long axis of a platform (ox) and with conditionally vertical axis (oy) were used. The normalized spectra which maxima correspond to the periods of oscillations are equal 1,2 with are received, and these periods coincide for angular and heave of model of a platform.

On the fig. 2a and 2b lower spectra of horizontal and vertical accelerations of the TLP model at various deepening (draft) are presented. In terms of the actual sizes of a platform these drafts are equal 86, 81, 76 and 71 m. Measurements were taken at the wave generator mode that provides the period of wave disturbances - 0,61 with at a wavelength - 0,58 m and its height - 2 cm. The long axis of a platform coincides with the main direction of propagation of waves

On spectra of horizontal accelerations the effect of decrease of peak of a range on a base frequency of oscillations (0,6 clearly was shown c) at increase in a draft of a platform. Considerably accelerations, smaller in size, on the doubled period are caused probably by nonlinearity of hydrodynamic system a platform – an aqueous medium taking into account the mass of model and the associated mass of water. Spectra of these low-frequency oscillations there are much less than spectra of accelerations on a base frequency (except for a draft of 71 m), but even at this draft amplitude of horizontal shifts of these low-frequency oscillations will be four times less than similar size on the period 0,6 with, i.e. will make about 10% of the maximal horizontal shifts on a fundamental period of oscillations [17-19].

On spectra of heave the decrease effect of accelerations at increase in a draft of a platform was shown on the period 1,2s. On a fundamental period of indignations this effect is also shown rather clearly. Besides, oscillations on combination frequencies with doubled, trebled and higher frequencies of rather base frequency of wave disturbances were considerably shown.

For the specified experimental conditions amplitudes of shifts of model of a platform on horizontal and vertical axes were calculated. The following ratios for amplitudes of accelerations on the corresponding axes were used

\[ A_x = 0.6472\sigma_{xx}, \quad A_y = 0.6303\sigma_{yy}. \]

Amplitudes \( A_{xp} \) and \( A_{yp} \) forward oscillations on axes \( \alpha_x, \alpha_y \) are equal respectively \[ A_{xp} = A_x / \omega^2, \quad A_{yp} = A_y / \omega^2, \] where \( \omega \) – the prevailing oscillation frequency. Dependences of these sizes are given in fig. 3. It is visible that at change of a draft in the specified limits amplitude horizontal and heave decreases approximately twice.
The physical analogue of the SPAR platform also was researches object of oscillations stabilization effect at various deepening (draft) and at various operations of a wave generator (that is at various parameters of wave disturbances). The research technique did not differ from similar researches of the TLP platform. The platform kept in a point by means of four anchors which fastening was in an upper of a cylindrical construction. Similar researches were executed at system of deduction of a platform from eight anchors which fastening was in an upper of a load-bearing mobile of a platform.

4. Conclusion and prospects of further researches

For experimental researches automation in the experimental basin, the complex of digital equipment for the experimental definition of floating objects three-dimensional (space) oscillations characteristics at impact of wave disturbances with various parameters, at various provisions of physical analogues of rather long axis of the basin and at various deepening of load-bearing mobiles was created.

A scheme for measuring the parameters of mobile objects spatial oscillations, the calibration and verification performing method of the digital devices measuring channels are developed. The technique of carrying out the experimental researches of wave impacts on physical platforms analogues for deep-water drilling in the experimental (wave) basin which unlike the known provides data on parameters of the straight lines and back waves operating on the tested model and its reactions to these waves that allows to receive the complete information on platform dynamics at various parameters of wave influences gained further development.

The offered technique of carrying out experiments on physical analogues in the experimental basin for the obtained experimental data verification, when using of the created complex of digital devices, is applied to a semi-submersible drilling platform of regular type. The obtained experimental data are compared with numerical model. The analysis of the experimental data obtained when using two digital devices types is made, the received results error and also a new complex of digital devices advantages is defined. Comparing the results received when using of the considered measuring systems it was noted that using of the mobile objects space oscillations meter, containing a ternary gyroscope and accelerometers, significantly expands the frequenciest range of the researched oscillations up to the periods of 0.02 s. The new complex of the digital equipment in the main principal specifications surpasses existing by 10 times on dynamic range, it works in the independent mode that excludes need of cable communication with the external computer. The obtained experimental data during the using of the new digital equipment and a technique of carrying out experiments in the experimental basin were compared with the results of the experimental researches and numerical model presented in Moreva I.N. PhD work [11], which relative deviation is in limits 5...7%. Thus, reliability of the executed experimental researches in the experimental basin at impact on platforms of the surface waves with various parameters is confirmed by data of numerical model.

Complex researches in laboratory and bench conditions of deep-water platforms physical analogues hydrodynamics and researches of stabilization parameters depending on a platform configuration and deepening (draft) of their load-bearing constructions are carried out for the purpose of verification and specification of the developed hydrodynamic models of such platforms.
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